
NUMBER: Addition and Subtraction (NAS - 6 weeks)                                                                                                SUMMER 2018 – New White Rose 

 North Yorkshire County Council in Collaboration with Archimedes Mathematics Hub      

Unit Overview and Guidance 

 

 The exemplification has been taken from the NCETM online ‘Resource Toolkit’, with additions in order to ensure full coverage. 

 Links to the White Rose Maths hubs schemes of work (with questions categorised into the three aims of the national curriculum i.e. fluency, problem solving and reasoning) are hyperlinked to each of the 

objectives. Many thanks go to the White Rose Maths hub for permission to include their resources. 

 The NCETM reasoning questions have also been incorporated into each unit and are identified in pale purple boxes underneath the group of the most relevant objectives. 

 The ‘big Ideas’ sections from the NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have been included at the start of each unit. Hyperlinks to the full NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have also been 

included for easy reference. 

 Hyperlinks to NRich activities have also been added to this version. These are found by clicking on the blue buttons like this one           at the bottom of relevant objective. 

 Some additional content has been added in order to support mixed-aged planning. Any additional content is in italics. Occasionally strikethrough has been used to identify when an objective has been 

altered and this is primarily where an objective has been split between two units. 

 Each unit is sub-divided into sections for ease of planning.  Sub-categories in this unit are; 

1. Addition and Subtraction 

2. Solve Problems 

3. Checking 
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The Big Ideas 

Understanding that addition of two or more numbers can be 
done in any order is important to support children’s fluency. 
When adding two numbers it can be more efficient to put the 
larger number first. For example, given 3 + 8 it is easier to 
calculate 8 + 3. 

When adding three or more numbers it is helpful to look for 
pairs of numbers that are easy to add. For example, given 5 + 
8 + 2 it is easier to add 8 + 2 first than to begin with 5 + 8. 

Understanding the importance of the equals sign meaning 
‘equivalent to’ (i.e. that 6 + 4 = 10, 10 = 6 + 4 and 5 + 5 = 6 + 4 
are all valid uses of the equals sign) is crucial for later work in 
algebra. Empty box problems can support the development of 
this key idea. Correct use of the equals sign should be 
reinforced at all times. Altering where the equals sign is placed 
develops fluency and flexibility. 

The Big Ideas 

Relating numbers to 5 and 10 helps develop knowledge of the 
number bonds within 20. For example, given 8 + 7, thinking of 7 
as 2 + 5, and adding the 2 and 8 to make 10, then the 5 to 15. 
This should then be applied when calculating with larger 
numbers. 

Subtraction bonds can be thought of in terms of addition: for 
example, in answering 15 – 8, thinking what needs to be added 
to 8 to make 15. Counting on for subtraction is a useful strategy 
that can also be applied to larger numbers. 

The Big Ideas 

It helps to round numbers before carrying out a calculation to get 
a sense of the size of the answer. For example, 4786 – 2135 is 
close to 5000 – 2000, so the answer will be around 3000. 
Looking at the numbers in a calculation and their relationship to 
each other can help make calculating easier. For example, 3012 
– 2996. Noticing that the numbers are close to each other might 
mean this is more easily calculated by thinking about subtraction 
as difference. 

Teaching for Mastery Year 2 Teaching for Mastery Year 3 Teaching for Mastery Year 4 

 

 

 

1 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/25627331/Mastery_Assessment_Yr2_High_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305607/Mastery_Assessment_Y3_High_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305622/Mastery_Assessment_Y4_Low_Res.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
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recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20 fluently, 
and derive and use related facts up to 100 

Within 20: Fact families 

Within 20: Compare number sentences 

Related facts 

Bonds to 100 (tens) 

Bonds to 100 (tens and ones) 

Extend their knowledge and use of number facts, and use 
partitioning and number bonds to add and subtract numbers 
mentally to answer questions such as 

60 – ☐ = 52 or 35 = 20 + ☐.  

They make jottings where appropriate to support their thinking. 

Answer problems such as:  

Look at this number sentence: ☐ + ☐ = 20. What could the 

two missing numbers be? What else? Can you tell me all the 
pairs of numbers that make 20? 

show that addition of two numbers can be done in any 
order (commutative) and subtraction of one number from 
another cannot 

Understand that addition can be done in any order and use this 
to solve an addition by rearranging the numbers to simplify the 
operation. They need to understand that two numbers can be 
taken away from each other but that the answers will not be 
the same. 

 

 

add and subtract numbers mentally, including a three-digit 
number and ones, a three-digit number and tens, three-digit 
number and hundreds 

Add and subtract multiples of 100 

Add and subtract three-digit number and ones – not 
crossing 10 

Subtract a 1-digit number from a 3-digit number – crossing 
10 

Add a 3-digit number and tens – crossing 100 

Subtract tens from a 3-digit number – crossing 100 

Add and subtract 100s 

What number is 27 more than 145? What number is 19 more 
than 145? Explain how you worked out these two calculations. 

Work out the missing digits: 

3☐ + ☐2 = 85 

Work out these subtraction calculations: 

72 – 5        372 – 68       270 – 3 
82 – 15      132 – 28       70 – 66 

Did you use the same method for each calculation? If not, why 
not? Explain your methods to a friend and compare your 
methods with theirs. 

What number is 199 more than 428? 

What is the difference between 1999 and 4003? 

(Year 3 objective) add and subtract numbers mentally, 
including a three-digit number and ones, a three-digit 
number and tens, three-digit number and hundreds 

Year 4 1s, 10s, 100s, 1000s 

What is 27 more than 185? 

What is 19 less than 208? 

3  5 +  48  = 473 

What’s the difference between 2996 and 5008? 

3 2 1 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_8734b80d16fb468db18f684581ff42d7.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_719c3ce272334bfaaa94e980b62e5251.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4ab2f018ac1f40f2a14ae0e9b1b9b5e2.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_897da295064d4417a100340128ec2981.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_989e30b7e35140598fc113e6de5611f3.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c05708ba5d204aae819c12e8ebe6844e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e1c844a3ddaf4ed3ba79673c42ea10a6.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e1c844a3ddaf4ed3ba79673c42ea10a6.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_ea60c46e622b4312b5071ad43da26f46.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_ea60c46e622b4312b5071ad43da26f46.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_8326b09a3de640a78a6818928b3f9261.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_cbe85af5b2f14833a2a35d57579437d5.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c79c4467b58441b1941ce893411d73bf.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_3b26dbb9c562446cb8c1e74207058198.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/188
http://nrich.maths.org/179
http://nrich.maths.org/6589
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add and subtract numbers using concrete objects, 
pictorial representations, and mentally, including:  

Add and subtract ones 

10 more and 10 less  

Add and subtract 10s 

Add a 2-digit and 1-digit number – crossing ten  

Subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number – crossing 
ten  

Add two 2-digit numbers – not crossing ten – add ones 
and add tens  

Add two 2-digit numbers – crossing ten – add ones and 
add tens  

Subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number – not 
crossing ten  

Subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number – crossing 
ten – subtract ones and tens 

Adding three one-digit numbers 

Use partitioning, counting strategies and knowledge of number 
bonds to add or subtract a one-digit number or a multiple of 10 
to any two-digit number. To work out 86 – 50, for example, 
they might partition and calculate:  

86 – 50 = 80 + 6 – 50 = 80 – 50 + 6 = 30 + 6 = 36 

Similarly, to find the total number of people on a bus with 14 
people on the top deck and 8 below, they might use:  

14 + 8 = 14 + 6 + 2 = 20 + 2 = 22 

Children add or subtract two-digit numbers using practical and 
informal methods and their knowledge of the relationships 
between operations. For example, they count back along a 
number line to find 64 – 25 or count up from 67 to find the 
answer to 94 – 67. They represent such calculations as 
number sentences. They calculate the value of an unknown in 
a number sentence such as  

☐ ÷ 2 = 6 or 85 – ☐ = 29.  

They recognise, for example, that to answer 85 – ☐ = 29 they 

could use the related addition 29 + ☐ = 85 

 

 

digits, using formal written methods of columnar addition 
and subtraction 

Add 3-digit and 1-digit – crossing 10 

Add and subtract 3-digit numbers and tens – not crossing 
100 

Spot the pattern – making it explicit 

Add and subtract a 2-digit and 3-digit number – not 
crossing 10 or 100 

Add a 2-digit and 3-digit number – crossing 10 or 100 

Subtract a 2-digit number from a 3-digit number – cross the 
10 or 100 

Add two 3-digit numbers – not crossing 10 or 100 

Add two 3-digit numbers – crossing 10 or 100 

Subtract a 3-digit number from a 3-digit number – no 
exchange 

Subtract a 3-digit number from a 3-digit number – exchange 

Would you use a mental, written or calculator method to solve 
each of these? Explain your choice. 

23.05 + ☐ = 176.25 

What is the total cost if I buy food costing £3.86 and £8.57? 

These are the start and finish times of a film.   

START 14:05 FINISH 16:25 

How long was the film? 

A packet of crisps costs 32p. Josh buys two packets. 
How much change does he get from £1? 

add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the 
formal written methods of columnar addition and subtraction 
where appropriate 

Addition – no exchange  

Addition – one exchange  

Addition – more than one exchange 

Subtraction – no exchange 

Subtraction – one exchange  

Subtraction – more than one exchange 

Subtraction – efficient subtraction 
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http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_732b527de2254a4081ca3f366488d5d2.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_1acf6edc05df44ef9a43a4d9775ed86f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_702a336cb95f4e9cadb8000ecab21d9a.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d9ef77fe538f48c393dbd5f73f973cef.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_972c3e289bd64404b04e862bdc025a7b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_972c3e289bd64404b04e862bdc025a7b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d80d328fead14a22af05789d95a70ca1.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d80d328fead14a22af05789d95a70ca1.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_9ecf49731a61447f97540e25a3fc8421.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_9ecf49731a61447f97540e25a3fc8421.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_42cb24accd3c46ceb95900daaa0f17b7.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_42cb24accd3c46ceb95900daaa0f17b7.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_104ba999b67848a3b389b64d7ea8e9ef.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_104ba999b67848a3b389b64d7ea8e9ef.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fe77637bc6a346e9aa04a2c4b43a1984.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e27db386c0cf4d85b908f47cde052a08.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4a5a1a048e2f46989ad76c02d3f4c52b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4a5a1a048e2f46989ad76c02d3f4c52b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_226c9575c41a4a6cb39181087056277c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_452d44c513a74a8d9e4ca3146c4b1fbc.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_452d44c513a74a8d9e4ca3146c4b1fbc.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_db8293938aef47e2a2425c611d959d20.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_f0c1a106eb444775b50ffb44d8e83a1e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_f0c1a106eb444775b50ffb44d8e83a1e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e2b70d741025444fb6677af07f0e0aaf.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_952be7f3453545138c9168d4591ee899.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fcce7b8a6a1543348bda036e2ce21724.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fcce7b8a6a1543348bda036e2ce21724.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b443d9cf95014794bf40b0f61077db2a.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_164f058c94f14aa799b71eed45514039.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a6dcddceca014c6d8694ab359c5f0df9.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_478462584a19405aa6ba92f6a283232c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_da5951037fff4aa8ba73c9cadde86e2e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_eee740c2a4dc4013979fb810bd0c4362.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_029a1b0fa022447680f2e474286711ad.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_0eed44e175c4482088d48895db2fe601.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/4348
http://nrich.maths.org/7471
http://nrich.maths.org/4725
http://nrich.maths.org/10480
http://nrich.maths.org/11863
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Convince me What digits could go in the boxes? Try to find all 
of the possible answers. How do you know you have got them 
all? Convince me 

7           -      2            =   46 

Fact families Which four number sentences link these 
numbers?   100, 67, 33 

What else do you know? If you know; 87 = 100 – 13 what 
other facts do you know? 

Missing symbols  Write the missing symbols (+  -  =) in these 
number sentences: 

80               20              100  

100             70              30   

87               13              100   

True or false?  Are these number sentences true or false? 
Give your reasons. 

73 + 40 = 113                  98 – 18 = 70 

46 + 77 = 123                  92 – 67 = 35 

Hard and easy questions 

Which questions are easy / hard? Explain why you think the 
hard questions are hard? 

23 + 10 =                              93 + 10 = 

54 + 9 =                                54 + 1 = 

Other possibilities 

           +           +         =  14 

What single digit numbers could go in the boxes? How many 
different ways can you do this? 

Continue the pattern 

90 = 100 – 10 

80 = 100 – 20 

Can you make up a similar pattern starting with the numbers 
74, 26 and 100? 

Missing numbers What number goes in the missing box? 

91 +        = 100 

100 -         = 89 

True or false?  

Are these number sentences true or false? 

597 + 7 = 614 

804 – 70 =  744 

768 + 140 = 908 

Give your reasons. 

Hard and easy questions 

Which questions are easy / hard? 

323 + 10 = 

393 + 10 = 

454 - 100 = 

954 - 120 = 

Explain why you think the hard questions are hard? 

 
Convince me 

            +              +                              
 
The total is 201 

Each missing digit is either a 9 or a 1. Write in the missing 
digits. 

Is there only one way of doing this or lots of ways? 

Convince me 

Possibilities  

I bought a book which cost between £9 and £10 and I paid with 
a ten pound note. 

My change was between 50p and £1 and was all in silver coins. 

What price could I have paid? 

True or false?  

Are these number sentences true or false? 

6.7 + 0.4 = 6.11 

8.1 – 0.9 = 7.2 

Give your reasons. 

Hard and easy questions 

Which questions are easy / hard? 

13323 - 70 = 

12893 + 300 = 

19354 -  500 = 

19954 + 100 = 

Explain why you think the hard questions are hard? 

Convince me 

                     -  666 = 8      5 
 
What is the largest possible number that will go in the rectangular 
box? 

What is the smallest? 

Convince me 

Possibilities 

Adult tickets cost £8 and Children’s tickets cost £4. How many 
adult and children’s tickets could I buy for £100 exactly? 

Can you find more than one way of doing this? 
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solve problems with addition and subtraction:  

 using concrete objects and pictorial representations, 
including those involving numbers, quantities and 
measures 

 applying their increasing knowledge of mental and 
written methods 

 

solve problems, including missing number problems, using 
number facts, place value, and more complex addition and 
subtraction 

 Layla has 45p in her money bank and 28p in her purse. 
How much more money does she need to buy a comic that 
costs £1? 

 Ben and Jess are answering this problem: 

 Mary has collected 61 key rings, Jo has 45. How many 
more key rings does Mary have than Jo? 

 Ben does the calculation 61 + 45. Jess does the 
calculation 61 – 45. Who is correct? Explain how you 
know. 

 I pay for a coach trip costing £7.80 with a £10 note. How 
much change should I get? 

 A film starts at 6:30 pm and ends at 8:10 pm. How many 
minutes does the film last? 

 Josh buys one coconut and half a kilogram of bananas. 
What does he pay? 

 

  Coconut                    Bananas 
       78p                 £1.50 per kg 

Show your working. Explain your method to a friend. 

 Holly has these coins. 

 

She wants to buy a notebook costing £1.50. 

How much more money does she need? 

 I travel on a journey lasting 1 hour 25 minutes. The train 
leaves the station at 7:45 am. What time does the train 
arrive? 

 

 

 

solve addition and subtraction two-step problems in 
contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use 
and why 

Children should be able to carry out practical tasks such as to run 
the class market stall.  

 I have read 134 of the 512 pages of my book. How many 
more pages must I read to reach the middle? 

 There are 8 shelves of books. 6 of the shelves hold 25 
books each. 2 of the shelves have 35 books each. How 
many books altogether are on the shelves? 

 I think of a number, subtract 17, and divide by 6. The 
answer is 20. What was my number? 

 You start to read a book on Thursday. On Friday you read 
10 more pages than on Thursday. You reach page 60. How 
many pages did you read on Thursday? 

 

A shop sells sunglasses 

 

What is the difference between the cheapest and most 
expensive? 

Ryan buys sunglasses at £4.69 and a sun hat 

 

He pays with £10 note. 

How much change will he get? 

 
5 1 2 3 4 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

http://nrich.maths.org/53
http://nrich.maths.org/1116
http://nrich.maths.org/1044
http://nrich.maths.org/7506
http://nrich.maths.org/1177
http://nrich.maths.org/1885
http://nrich.maths.org/31
http://nrich.maths.org/1272
http://nrich.maths.org/1056
http://nrich.maths.org/6589
https://nrich.maths.org/8586
http://nrich.maths.org/146
http://nrich.maths.org/11863
http://nrich.maths.org/179
http://nrich.maths.org/2645
http://nrich.maths.org/5676
http://nrich.maths.org/136
http://nrich.maths.org/2002
http://nrich.maths.org/2003
http://nrich.maths.org/246
http://nrich.maths.org/7228
http://nrich.maths.org/2724
http://nrich.maths.org/10391
http://nrich.maths.org/924
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 use inverse operations to check answers 

Estimate answers 

Check answers 

Paul says 172 – 15 = 163.  

Write down an addition calculation that you could do to check 
this. 

Paul’s working is: 170 – 10 = 160 and 5 – 2 = 3 so 172 – 15 = 
163 

Can you identify where Paul has gone wrong? 

estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a 
calculation 

Estimate answers 

Checking strategies 
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Making an estimate 

Which of these number sentences have the answer that is 
between 50 and 60 

74  - 13   55 + 17   87 – 34 

Always, sometimes, never 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that if you add three 
numbers less than 10 the answer will be an odd number 

Making an estimate 

Which of these number sentences have the answer that is 
between 50 and 60 

174  - 119; 333 – 276; 932 - 871 

Always, sometimes, never 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that if you subtract a 
multiple of 10 from any number the units digit of that number 
stays the same? 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that when you add two 
numbers together you will get an even number? 

Making an estimate 

Which of these number sentences have the answer that is 
between 550 and 600 

1174  - 611 

3330 – 2779 

9326 - 8777 

Always, sometimes, never 

Is it always sometimes or never true that the difference between 
two odd numbers is odd? 

 

 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_994c523999ce48bd8c917d6c47186cd2.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_961bf1a27e2e429380313ed2afbac813.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_971ccbf7a13c472abef3eef47288c8d3.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_1e839ab82a5648f88d82f64759ca3b46.pdf

